MUDMAP—FLAT WALKS
KANGA WALK and ONGARUP CREEK WALK are mostly flat terrain and start from Bluff Knoll Road. We recommend walkers stay on marked trails and firebreaks.

KANGA WALK
Walking towards Bluff Knoll, take the first road to your right (after the picnic area), this will change into a firebreak part way along. Follow the pegs with arrows.
Distance: about 5km
Duration: about 2.5 hours

ONGARUP CREEK WALK
Walking towards Bluff Knoll, take the first fire break to your left. Follow the pegs with arrows.
Distance: about 4km
Duration: about 2 hours

CAUTION HERE: Walking the loop in a clockwise direction, turn right at the arrow sign and follow the track to Paper Collar Bridge after you cross the creek bed. Walking the loop in a counter-clockwise direction, turn left onto the firebreak at the arrow sign. After heavy rainfalls Paper Collar Creek may be impassable.

Kangaroos are often seen along Ongarup Creek Walk and on the farmland adjacent to the National Park.